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Abstract
Outlier detection has been a generally examined issue and highly used in
a varied range of spaces. For example, transaction fraud, certain rise and
fall in share market, sudden changes in weather, interruption detection for
digital security, and fraud detection in security design patterns in data. Data
mining is the rule of dealing with big amounts of data and choosing the
important. Outlier detection is data mining procedures that identify uncommon occasions and special cases. This paper discusses fundamental concepts
of outlier detection, the outlier types and the challenges in their detection.
An in-depth presentation of outlier detection techniques is given which are
divided into three major categories: supervised, semi supervised, and unsupervised. Special attention is given to unsupervised outlier detection. The
existing algorithms and techniques in this category are elaborated in detail
and the advantages and shortcomings of these techniques are summarized.
The analyses of the existing algorithms for outlier detection show that no one
of them completely satisfies all the requirements for scalability, work on high
dimensional datasets with satisfactory time complexity and efficient memory
usage especially when applied on streaming data. This is why the study
suggests that there is a need of a hybrid approach that combines classical
algorithms and artificial intelligence algorithm to provide efficient solution
for outlier detection of streaming data with good key performance indicators.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Outlier Detection
Outlier detection has been an imperative idea in the field of data investigation.
Until now few application areas understood the immediate mapping between
outliers in data and anomalies in real word that are of incredible enthusiasm to
an investigator. Outlier detection focuses on the issue of discovering designs
in data that outperforms to expected ordinary behavior.
In numerous data handling tasks, big amounts of data is being gathered
and prepared for processing. One prime advance in getting a reasonable
investigation is the detection of odd patterns. Outlier detection focuses on
the issue of discovering designs in data that don’t fit in with expected typical
behavior.
Outlier detection includes the task of distinguishing data patterns that
don’t show the same behavior with the rest of the objects in the dataset.
These abnormal patterns are called as outliers, exceptions, anomalies, defects,
discordant observations, faults, aberrations, damage, noise, errors, surprise,
novelty, peculiarities or contaminants in different application areas.
Outlier detection techniques have been proposed for various applications,
for example, detection of credit card transaction frauds, clinical preliminaries,
analysis of voting irregularities, data preprocessing, network interruption,
extreme climate prediction, geographic information systems, competitor execution examination, stock market movement and other data-mining assignments. Distinguishing outliers are of the most extreme significance as they
may prompt model misspecification, data and so on. Thusly, outlier detection
is a very dynamic research field of study with numerous new strategies
proposed recently, in light of various hidden approaches like statistical
reasoning [1], distance [2–6], or densities [7, 8].
The importance of outlier detection can be analyzed by the fact that outlier
in data can be improved to helpful data in a broad cluster of the application
domain. For example, a network variation from the regular pattern of network traffic implies that the system could be hacked and is delivering out
sensitive information. In general healthcare data, outlier detection strategies
are broadly used to find out an odd examples inside the patient health records
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which may speak to indications of another disorder. Overall prosperity data,
outlier detection frameworks are comprehensively used to sort out strange
examples from the patient medical report which may address appearance of
another disorder [9, 10].
In the same way, abnormal observations in the transaction history of a
credit card could show illegal use or theft of the card. Outliers can be proved
useful in crucial entities like military examination, where the existence of
an unusual region in a satellite picture of enemy territory could show the
movement of the enemy. An irregular perusing from a spacecraft would be
able to identify the fault in aircraft.
The observation that doesn’t show similarity with other observations
is called outlier as it generates doubt that it was created by some special
intension. However, outlier detection techniques can also be used to discover
significant information in the data.
The varied meaning of outliers demonstrates that it is independent of the
application, regardless of if it is a traffic network, card data, sensor data in
some scientific investigation, or human digestion. To manage the issue of
handling voluminous data proficient anomaly detection strategy should be
utilized.
In Figure 1, a point named O1 and point named O2 deviates exclusively
from areas named G1 and G2. Outlier detection has been considered broadly
in the data mining research network. Nonetheless, as the generation of a
tremendous amount of data, outlier detection faces a series of challenges.

Figure 1 Example of two-dimensional outliers.
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2 Outlier Types
There are three fundamental kinds of outliers can be defined: point outliers,
contextual outliers, and collective outliers.
2.1 Point Outlier
If a single instance of data is outperforming when compared with the remainder of data, at that point the occurrence is called as a point outlier. This
is the simplest kind of outlier. Point outliers are likewise considered as
global outliers. A point outlier is different from the remaining data points
focuses on speaking to its outlierness. They are recognized by analyzing these
outlierness metrics. This outlierness metric demonstrates the degree to which
single data gets fluctuated from remaining data in the data set. Consider a
genuine example dataset of card fraud detection. The dataset contains the
details of the transaction of an individual utilizing a credit card. On the off
chance that one of the qualities of the dataset is the sum spent by the person
for a specific period, an inconsistency can be distinguished as a transaction
that is exceptionally high when compared with the ordinary scope of the
person’s expenses. An example of point outlier is given in Figure 2
2.2 Contextual Outliers
Data instance is named as a contextual outlier if it is exceptional in a
particular context or behavior. Normally, a contextual outlier highlights to
a small collection of instances that shows similar qualities to some attributes
with a fundamentally bigger reference group of objects. This kind of outliers

Figure 2 Point outliers.
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Contextual anomaly.

fluctuates strongly from the reference bunch on some other attributes. Every
data occurrence is characterized by utilizing two sets of attributes. The first
attribute is context and other attribute is behavior. The decision of applying a
this detection method is decided by the importance of the relevant anomalies
in the objective application space. The utilization of a contextual outlier
detection system would be meaningful if the traits are accessible promptly.
An example of contextual outlier is specified in above Figure 3. Here
temperature at time t1 and time t2 is equal but observed in a different context.
Hence is not considered as an anomaly.
2.3 Collective Outliers.
Any gathering of data objects related to one another and irregular in relation
to the whole data set is named as a collective outlier. The property to be noted,
every instance of data may not be an outlier when considered independently
from anyone else. Rather, when they appeared in collective manner, in group
of instances in that case together they said to be anomalous. Collective
outliers have been investigated from different sorts of data like sequence data,
graph data, and spatial data. Collective outliers have a limitation that it can
be identified just in the data sets where the data instances are identified with
one another.
As shown in Figure 4, a group of correlated data objects is termed as a
collective anomaly if it is unusual concerning the rest of the data.

3 Challenges of Outlier Detection
Reasonably, outliers are points that show exceptional fluctuations from
anticipated ordinary behavior. All typical observations are pictured as ordinary objects and the remaining are treated as outliers. Even though this
methodology looks basic, it is surely a profoundly challenging task because
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Figure 4

Collective anomaly.

of the listed reasons. It is exceptionally hard to characterize ordinary behavior
or a normal region. The challenges in outlier detection are as follows:
• The meaning of an outlier is profoundly subject to the area and the
application of it.
• Here challenging task is to specify each conceivable ordinary conduct
in a dataset for a specific application. The reason is that the boundary
between ordinary and irregular items is normally a hazy area.
• The decision of separation measure among items and demonstrating
the relationship among them is decided by kind of its use in specific
area. For example, in a health care dataset, a little deviation can be
named as an outlier while in marketing-related studies, bigger changes
are distinguished as outliers.
• At the point when outliers result from malicious activity, it is challenging
to adopt such a malicious adversary to mention the outlier analysis.
• The idea of outliers differs for various application spaces. This makes
difficult to directly apply the strategy created in one area to another
area. E.g. in medical field, a little distinction in typical body temperature
may be treated as an outlier, while comparative contrast in the share
marketplace may be taken as normal.
• Accessibility of labeled data for the phases of training and approval
of the models completed by outlier detection methods might be
problematic.
• Noise in the data will, in general, be like genuine outliers and consequently is hard to recognize from malicious outliers. The existence of
noise in the data set twists ordinary instances and makes complicated
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to distinguish between ordinary data items and outlier objects. Noise
hides outlier objects, in this manner dropping the feasibility of the outlier
detection calculation.
Above listed difficulties makes the outlier detection task more challenging, in its most broad structure, is hard to grasp

4 Outlier Detection Data Mining
Data developments growth is rapid. Increase in the number of databases, their
estimation and multidimensional nature there is need for automated analysis
of a huge amount of heterogeneous composed data. Hence, data mining
systems are used. The fundamental point of the data mining frameworks is
to recognize hidden interdependent abilities in databases. The investigation
outcomes are then utilized for settling on a judgement, with the true objective
that the decision made depends upon the knowledge of the data mining.
Outlier detection strategy examines objects in the databank that don’t follow
rules considerable for the majority of the database. The outlier detection issue
is like the classification problem. The recognizable proof of a thing as an
outlier is impacted by various components, whose a vast segment is of huge
interest for real time use. For instance, an exceptional stream of bundles of
system, revealed by analyzing the framework log, might be categorized as an
outlier, since it might be a virus attack or attempt of intrusion. For example,
a data mining structure can separate changes in the business area sooner than
a human master.

5 Outlier Detection Methods
Outlier detection techniques might be ordered into three major categories:
supervised, unsupervised strategies and semi-supervised strategies. A survey
of the considerable number of techniques and algorithms is given below.
5.1 Supervised Methods
Supervised methods for outlier detection have requirement of a sample
database which has marked examples for both typical and outlier objects. The
average methodology in this type of case is to build relevant prototypes for
ordinary and outlier objects. Any concealed occurrence of data is compared
with both the models to figure out which category it has a place with. Due to
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express idea abb out behavior of the typical and outlier objects exact models
may be formed in this procedure. One disadvantage this method faces is
precisely marked sample data may be restrictively costly to acquire. The
quantity of outliers is almost negligible when matched with the quantity
of normal examples in the training data. Naming procedure can be done
physically by a person and thus requires a great deal of exertion to acquire the
marked sample data set. Acquiring exact and relevant instances particularly
for the outlier class is usually challenging tasks.
5.2 Semi-Supervised Methods
On account of semi-supervised category for outlier detection, the data
instances in the training dataset are compared with the examples in the usual
class. Items that are distinguished as abnormal do not require any marks, and
subsequently, are broadly appropriate when contrasted with the usual models.
The typical approach in the semi-supervised category for outlier detection
utilized in such procedures is assembling a model related to the class objects.
Subsequently this model can be applied in recognition of outliers in the test
data. This strategy for intrusion detection requires the accessibility of only the
outlier instances for the training data set. Such procedures are not generally
utilized as it’s hard to get a training data set which includes all conceivable
odd instances that may present in the dataset.
5.3 Unsupervised Methods
Unsupervised strategies for outlier detection don’t require labeled training
data and thus they don’t need any special effort for accessibility of marked
training data. Different suppositions about the training data are made in unsupervised approach. A consistent observed data sample is ordinarily viewed as
representative while an uncommon event is an outlier. The techniques in this
category make a presumption that data objects with typical occurrences are
distinctly more regular than outliers in the test data. Unsupervised strategies
experience the adverse effects of a high false alert rate, as the hidden hypothesis does not often remain constant. Taking into consideration the assumptions
about ordinary data, these methods can be additionally classified into other
sub-categories as shown in Figure 5. The sub-categories of unsupervised
outlier detection methods are discussed in details as follows.
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Outlier detection methods.

i. Density-based Algorithms
Density based techniques are popular anomaly identification to deal with
anomaly identification problems. Less-dense area have higher chances of
presence of anomaly is the key guideline for this technique, though normal
data objects rather than anomalies are expected to found in crowded regions.
The items resided long way from their nearest neighbors, are marked and
constantly treated as exceptions. In density-based outlier discovery strategies,
progressively complex methodologies are used to identify the anomalies,
when distinguished with distance-based techniques. These algorithms are
broadly accepted to recognize outliers due to their effortless performance and
efficiency.
Local Outlier Factor (LOF) strategy given by Breunig et al. [12], is
one of the principal crucial, approximately relevant density-based clustering
anomaly discovery techniques. The system utilizes the k-nearest neighbors
(KNN). For every point in the group of KNN, LOF utilizes the local reachability density (LRD) and also contrasts it with those of the neighbors of each
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member of the KNN group. The primary benefit of this algorithm is that the
detection of an outlier is not the only property that can be considered but
in addition attention is given by which degree it is fluctuating from adjacent
neighborhood. Nevertheless the crucial part of such technologies is the usage
of an appropriate index. If such an index is not assigned for the data set whose
size is n it will take n2 time in the case of linear search which is the main
drawback of the LOF.
To overcome this disadvantage of LOF Schubert et al. [20] proposed new
solution that claims density estimation for the LOF can be made simpler.
The suggested approach implies that the reachability distance of LOF can
be replaced by KNN distance. So the proposed approach is known as Simplified LOF. But this Simplified LOF when compared with LOF in terms of
computational complexity shows similar complexity to LOF.
Additional enhancement to LOF [12] and Simplified LOF [20] are suggested by author Tang et al [21]. The improvement is named as Connective
based Outlier Factor (COF). Except for the method of density computation
of records both the approaches COF and LOF are closely related to each
other. In order to compute the shortest path COF takes into account chaining
distance while LOF goes for Euclidean distance for choosing nearest neighbors. But this approach is suffering from the shortfall of incorrect density
estimation because of the way of making an indirect hypothesis towards the
distribution of information. COF tries to adjust the simplified LOF density
estimate. Unfortunately this study shows similar time complexity as the LOF
exceptional in a few cases.
Though different numbers of techniques were invented, they could not
resolve the problem of confusion over which threshold score should be
taken into account as an anomaly in LOF. Kriegel et al. [22] proposed more
vigorous technique which focused on local density estimation. This outlier
identification technique is called Local Outlier Probabilities (LoOP) which
works on the concept of providing outlier scores. The suggested approach
uses distance distribution based density estimation and probability which is
nothing local outlier score. It tries to resolve issue of LOF by putting the
outlier score. The advantage of this probability score is that it provides better
comparison concerning various datasets. However it gives similar complexity
of O(k) when compared with Simplified LOF [20].
The problem of multi-granularity is not addressed by LOF [12], and
COF [21]. To handle this shortfall the technique called Local correlation
Integral (LOCI) and an outlier metric of multi-granularity deviation factor
(MDEF) is suggested by Papadimitriou et al. [30]. They marked an outlier
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as points which show minimum three standard deviations from MDEF’s
neighbor. The new approach is effective in the case of local density variation
and it is able to find out clusters and outliers distinctly. Its maximization
technique addresses the problem of choosing the best value of k. Despite
of showing good performance it suffers from the problem of longer runtime.
Papadimitriou et al. [30] suggested another method called aLOCI which is
an approximation of LOCI. It uses quad trees to fasten the speed of the two
neighborhoods.
Ren et al. [24] suggested a method depending on the pruning ability.
It is called Relative Density Factor (RDF) method. When compared with
LOF [8] and LOCI [23] the suggested technique shows efficient results. The
main advantage of this technique is that it is more robust when it comes to
scalability. It performs well with increase in data size.
Jin et al. [25] introduced another technique called INFLuenced Outlierness (INFLO), which is used to find local outliers. The approach is
symmetric to LOF and considers relationship of symmetric neighborhoods
to find anomalies. LOF degrades its performance in closely related clusters.
This shortfall is addressed by INFLO. Nearest Neighbour (NN) and reverse
nearest neighbors (RNNs) both are considered to estimate density distribution
of close neighborhood so that to achieve better computation performance.
Higher value of INFLO indicates highest probability of outlier.
Coming forward Cao et al. [31] suggested a novel density based local
outlier detection algorithm (UDLO) which is useful on data that is uncertain
and has discrete objects. This algorithm focuses on density of instance and it
does not need to find all k neighbors to detect the anomalies.
As discussed above LOF [8] was improved by various versions such
as COF [21], INFLO [25] and LOCI [30]. However the challenge of the
application of these algorithms for high dimensional datasets is distance
computation. Keller et al. [32] suggested a high contrast subspace method
(HiCS) that emphasis on the evaluation of outliers and their ranking.
A number of methods for outlier detection are suggested for only local
outliers while here are other methods that extend their focus who take in
account global outliers also. Campello et al. [33] introduced a new algorithm
called Global-Local Outlier Score from Hierarchies (GLOSH) for the intrusion detection measure. The suggested technique considers not only local
outliers but also global outliers thus GLOSH is capable of finding both local
and global outliers. Though it is not able to perform well in all cases when
compared with other techniques, it is still better option when it comes to
scalability.
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Momtaz et al. [34] go astray a little from the focal core interest of
most past calculations in processing the local anomalies. They presented a
density based outlier discovery method that recognizes the top-n anomalies
by accommodating each element a score known as DWOF. It is nothing but
Dynamic-Window Outlier Factor (DWOF) which is an advanced version of
the suggested by Fan et al. [35] Resolution-based Outlier Factor (ROF).
With the enormous progression of high-dimensional information, new
look into inspirations are connected with improving the viability and productivity of calculations in distinguishing anomalies in huge datasets. Wu
et al. [36] proposed a calculation for the location of anomalies in massive
information streams. A quick and precise density calculator called RS-Forest
and machine learning are proposed. Bai et al. [27] came with a density
based anomaly identification in big data and proposed a Dispersed LOF
Computing (DLC) technique, which distinguishes anomalies in parallel. The
principle thought here is twofold. At first, the pre-processing stage utilizes the
Grid-Based Partitioning (GBP) calculation and the DLC for finding outliers.
Regardless of the improved performance it doesn’t scale well when contrasted
with Lozano et al. [37] Parallel LOF Algorithm (PLOFA). Enhancing the
adaptability of the calculation might be an intriguing examination issue for
future scope.
Utilizing Local KDE Tang and He [28] suggested an anomaly identification technique. Relative density Based Outlier Score (RDOS) is utilized and it
gives more attention on the reverse and common closest neighbors as reverse
to the k-nearest neighbor of an item. For this solution only Euclidean distance
metric is used when compared to UDLO in [31].
Vázquez et al. [38] introduced Sparse Information Observers (SDO)
algorithm for the detection of anomalies in low density regions. It seriously
decreased the computational expense, which thus achieves good when contrasted with rest of the best-positioned anomaly detection techniques. Ning
et al. [39] suggested a relative method depending on density for outlier detection that uses a new method to calculate neighborhood density of objects.
Su et al. [40] suggested a productive plan depending on density for the
identification of local outlier. This technique is specially planned by thinking
about scattered data items and known as E2DLOS. Method for pre-processing
of datasets RCMLQ is also suggested by them. It helps in improving the
performance of present techniques of Local outlier identification. It shows
better results with performance indicator factors like time and detection
precision.
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1. Advantages
Table 1 Summary of density-based algorithms
Paper
Performance Indicator Findings
Shortcomings
1. This algorithm not able
LOF (2000) 1. Good Index O(n) 1. Solves the issue of
to deal with the
detection of outlier in
2. High Dimension:
[7]
problem of
local density.
O(n2 )
multigranularity.
2. It solves the problem
2. MinPts selection is
of consideration of
sensitive issue here.
anomalies as a binary
3. Expensive in terms of
property.
computation
1.
Time
complexity
1.
LOF
is
not
hat
1.
Computationally
COF (2002)
same like LOF
accurate when it
expensive than LOF
[21]
2. High Dimension:
comes to decision
O(n2 )
making of outliers
nearby to non-outliers
in low density. COF
solves this problem of
LOF
2. COF detects outliers
efficiently
1.
Computational
1.
Solves major problems 1. For computation of
LOCI (2003)
standard deviation it
Complexity: O(n3 )
like selection of
[23]
2. For Memory:
parameters,
requires extra
O(n2 )
multigranularity, and
computational cost.
handling local
densities
1. Slower performance in
1.
Gives
better
1.
By pruning the data
RDF (2004)
performance in
points depending on
terms of time for small
[24]
comparison with
the RDF it finds the
size data base, when
LOF and LOCI
outliers in smaller data
compared with [7]
when it comes to
subsets
large data.
2. Highly Scalable
1. Gives good time
1. By using the exclusive 1. Its aimed to find out
INFLO
complexity for
method to od can
only local anomalies
(2006) [25]
smaller size data
detect more significant
sets but
outliers
computationally
expensive in terms
of time when
d>= 12
(Continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Paper
Performance Indicator Findings
Shortcomings
LoOP (2009) 1. Stable Performance 1. The LoOP values are 1. LoOP method is not
more concerned about
stable.
for larger values.
[8]
efficiency of technique.
2. Robust than others 2. For every data point it
It is more concerned
gives probability score
when it comes to
about precision and
of an outlier which is
selection of k
recall of the technique.
easy for interpretation
and comparison too.
1. Performance enhanced 2. Better in detection
DWOF(2013) 1. It gives good
accuracy but not
and drawback’s like
performance
[34]
considered
reduced accuracy or
accuracy when
computational cost.
sensitivity issue for the
compared with LOF
number of parameters
are addressed well
here.
1.
Good
performance
1.
Can detect outliers in 1. Scalability is issue
GBP+DLC
in terms of the
distributed
when data size grows.
(2016) [27]
Processing time.
environment which
solves issues generated
in centralized
environment.
1.
For
huge
datasets
it
1.
Outlierness is
1. There is scope to use
RDOS
shows enhanced
measured effectively
other methods of
(2017) [28]
performance as than
using various factors
distance but it uses
PLOFA
in result gives robust
only single metrics.
outlier detection.

Few of the density based methods such as [12, 25, 29, 30] have filled the gap
and proved as a basic benchmark for some resulting calculations. They have
tentatively been appeared to function admirably for present day strategies,
frequently outperforming their contenders like some current methods [18, 41,
42]. Since exceptions in these strategies are frequently dissected through the
item’s neighborhood density [12, 30], this, thus, gives it a more favorable
position in recognizing significant anomalies missed by most other exception
identification based strategies. They require just least early information like
the distribution probability. These techniques are popular for their capacity to
detect local outliers effectively.
2. Disadvantages
Though little density based techniques enhanced time complexity, these techniques are not easy and costly when contrasted particularly with statistical
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strategies in most cases [43]. They require setting of parameters, for example,
estimation of the size of the neighbors that might not always be possible in
an efficient manner. Due to lack of update in the measures of outlierness and
time complexity few algorithms like INFLO and MDEF are not able to handle
data stream effectively.
ii. Statistical-based Algorithms
Outlier detection algorithms that utilize statistical techniques can be applied
as unsupervised, semi-supervised and supervised approach. In these techniques, the information focuses are rarely displayed utilizing a stochastic
dissemination, and a few information focuses can be named as anomalies
relying upon the association with the distribution model. Anomalies and nonanomalies are announced relying upon the information dissemination model.
Statistical algorithms can be further grouped into two important categories
– the parametric and non-parametric strategies. The significant distinction
between the two strategies is that the parametric technique uses a presumption
of hidden appropriation model and from the known information, it concludes
the factors of distribution model. The non-parametric strategy doesn’t use any
hypothesis of prior information on the distribution model [44].
a. Gaussian Mixture Model
One of the most predominant statistical-based approaches to distinguish
anomalies is the Gaussian Mixture Model. It is a parametric approach. The
model uses two main stages. One is training phase which uses MLE i.e.
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) and other is the test stage which goes
for some discordancy test.
Yang et al. [46] suggested an unsupervised outlier detection method that
mostly focuses on global factors and estimates the outlier factor. If this outlier
factor Fk is smaller in value then the probability of data point to be an
outlier is higher. Like existing techniques [12, 21, 23] this method doesn’t
focus on local factor, rather it focuses on global properties. Despite all these
features this algorithm still faces a problem of high complexity. Nevertheless
the algorithm proved to be effective and improvements of its computational
complexity can be a good option for future study.
Tang et al. [47] proposed more robust way for outlier detection. Here
GMM and subspace learning is combined for the detection of anomaly. Outliers and normal samples have significant distance which is exactly reverse
condition as in Saha et al. [48], that was depending on Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). It overcomes the issues unaddressed by techniques like LOF
[12] and Tang et al. [21].
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b. Regression Model
Distinguishing intrusion utilizing regression models is one of the simplest
ways to deal with anomaly identification issues. It falls in the parametric
statistic-based methods. Depending upon the application the model used may
be linear based or non-linear based. As a rule, while using this system initial
step is preparation step or training state, involves developing a regression
model as per the information. In the second step, that is a testing phase, the
model is examined by assessing each data
object. Data object with visible deviance came across in observation it is
declared as an outlier.
Interestingly, a technique contrast to the existing technique was suggested
by Satman [49] to recognize exceptions in linear regression. In short time this
algorithm can detect multiple outliers, so it reduces the computational time
which makes it cost effective. The limitation of this approach is bias variance
based estimation as few times it differentiated by small preferences so work
can be done on this shortfall.
A new technique which focuses on identification of anomalies in sensor
estimations is suggested by Park et al. [50]. This system utilizes a weighted
summation approach. As this method is validated by test results on the only
specific environment, it will be interesting study that may achieve exact
model estimation for various sensor settings and circumstances.
The recent study by Dalatu et al. [51] has done a comparative examination
on the two main methods of linear and nonlinear regression models for
anomaly detection. For future researchers this examination gives knowledge
into the prescient results for both kinds of approaches. As per this, the
researcher can conclude that nonlinear model gives better results up to 93%
and linear goes up to 68% accuracy, which gives clear picture to them which
option to opt for.
c. Kernel-based Methods
Kernel-based Methods (KDE) are non-parametric techniques for density
estimation and is a typical methodology for detecting intrusion [52]. Latecki
et al [53] give an unsupervised approach to outlier recognition. For the
anomaly recognition each data object is evaluated to compare local density
with neighbor’s density. This method gives better results when compared
with some previous popular techniques like [12, 30]. But it doesn’t show
better results in the case of large and multidimensional datasets. Afterward,
Gao et al. [54] suggested a superior way to address the portion of the past
deficiencies. The strategy shows improved execution and scalability for large
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Table 2 summary of Statistical- Based algorithms
Paper
Yang et al.
[46]

Performance Indicator
For N number of
iteration’s O(N n3 )

Findings
When most of the papers focus
on any one property to get deal
with, This paper works on two
major properties,
Global properties and local
properties

Tang et al.
[47]

It proves the enhanced
detection accuracy in the
case of true positive

Satman
[49]

Improved computational
time

Dalatu
et al. [51]

Nonlinear models shows
good accuracy whereas
linear shows average

Latecki
et al. [53]

Improved performance of
detection than LOF[7]

Gao et al.
[54]

Enhanced performance
and Good scalability.

Boedihardjo
et al. [56]

Cost of computation
O(n2 )

Hido et al.
[42]

Good accuracy when
compared with LOF

Du et al.
[63]

Good running time and
Detection Rate. It is also
provenit experimentally

It provide solution to the
algorithms which was not able to
find outliers in multiple process
states.
Regression Models
Able to find out multiple
anomalies in short span

Gives performance comparison
of linear and nonlinear models
Kernel Density Models
Find out local outlier depending
on density.
Handle the problem of imprecise
outlier detection in high volume
database.

Applies this method in streaming
database environment
Other Statistical Methods
This statistical method provide
solution for outlier detection in
inlier – based manner
Works on finding of local as well
as global outliers

Shortcomings
Complexity is higher

Computational
complexity

Intercept estimator
need more attention
which could be
minimized to improve
performance
It is not detailed.

Not suitable for large
dimensional database
Method is too
complex
High computation
required
Density ratio accuracy

Method Efficiency is
shortfall here

datasets with good time complexity when contrasted with LOF and Latecki
et al. [53]. For the information distribution in sensors, Kumar and Verma [55]
use KDE approach for intrusion detection.
It’s challenging to apply KDE strategies for streaming data. In spite of
the difficulties in applying the KDE strategies, Boedihardjo et al. [56] use
this approach on streaming data. Uddin et al. [57] adopt this technique in
different areas of application such as power grid.
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The researchers in [56] suggested an approximation technique for increasing accuracy and robustness of system. Even though that the system creates
a superior estimation quality than the first KDE, it is still with high computational expense. However, it shows a superior execution in many zones
when contrasted with the first KDE. Further examinations for multivariate
dimensions should be possible.
Zheng et al. [14] is one more investigation that utilized KDE in multimedia network for identifying anomalies. Smrithy et al. [58] suggested an
online algorithm for distinguishing exceptions from big data. The advantage
of the algorithm is that it is not based on parametric conditions.
For recognizing outliers in non-linear systems, Zhang et al. [59] uses
Gaussian kernel. Qin et al. [60] suggested algorithm to recognize local outliers from data streams adequately. It gives efficient solution to the shortfalls
of existing techniques which fails to address high velocity data streams.
The generalized conclusion about KDE methods shows that they face
issues like problem of dimensionality and high computational cost.
d. Other Statistical Methods.
Though various statistical methodologies have been suggested to recognize
outliers, but still methods like histogram [61] and Boxplot, Trimmed mean
like statistical tests [19] can classify as the more simple approach for outlier
identification.
Barnett et al. [18] examine a number of tests for the optimization of
various distribution models to successfully distinguish intrusion. Here optimization is dependent on factors like number of outliers and space they are
expecting. Rousseeuw and Hubert [62] additionally gave a more extensive
study of these techniques for anomaly discovery. Gold-stein and Dengel
[61] offered a Histogram-Based Outlier (HBOS) discovery method using
histogram. They used histograms to figure out the anomaly score for every
data objects. It gives improved performance with few existing popular algorithms like LOF [12], COF [21], and INFLO [25] in terms of parameters
like computational speed. But still, it doesn’t reach expectations to find local
outliers.
Hido et al. [42] offered another methodology of outlier recognition issues
for inlier-based anomaly. The proposed method finds to be more featured
when contrasted with the non-parametric KDE, as it can relief complex density estimation calculation. For most of cases they have indicated a superior
execution and improved results in accuracy.
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Du et al. [63] introduced another technique for anomaly discovery named
the Robust Local Outlier Detection (RLOD). This investigation considers that
most of techniques works on finding global outliers and number of techniques
[64, 65] are delicate to parameter changes. The technique works on both
global and local outlier detection like in Campello et al. [33], and it has been
evidenced by experimental results that it performs better when compared with
other methods [12, 16] in speed and discovery rate.
1. Advantages
• They are scientifically adequate and have a quick assessment procedure
if the models are constructed.
• These models are commonly suitable for data sets having real values. So
in result they show improved handling time for complex information.
• They are simpler to execute despite the fact that they are constrained to
specific issues which are discussed in disadvantages.
2. Disadvantages
The nature of the outcomes created is mostly not reliable for real word
situations and applications.
• It is not useful in multiple-dimensional situation. As it causes large costs
of computation if managing multivariate information, thus they are poor
choice for real word problems.
• Statistical techniques undergo different methods when they are dealing
with problem of dimensionality which results in degraded performance
and increase processing time.
iii. Distance-Based Approaches
Distance dependent strategies identify anomalies by finding distances
between data objects. A data object is called as an exception when it is not
closer from its closest neighbor. The most usually utilized distance based
outlier discovery method is dependent on the idea of the local surrounding
region and k-closest neighbor (KNN) [66]. These methods are best when
it comes to large data sets as they scale well. If compared with statistical
techniques they are more robust, good in terms of computational efficiency
and flexibility. More generalized distance based techniques are discussed
below.
a. K-Nearest Neighbor Methods
These are one of the most popular methods used popularly for finding global
outliers. The main idea here is to manipulate neighborhood data to identify
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the exceptions. Here the environment of an object is inspected with respect to
its neighbourhood with other data objects to observe whether they are close
to their neighbours or not.
Knorr and Ng [67] proposed a methodology, which is as opposed to
some past statistical strategies [46, 49]. The advantage of the method is
its nonparametric nature. There is no need to have former knowledge of
data distribution. It gives computational complexity of O(kN2 ) where k is
dimensionality and N is number of datasets.
Ramaswamy et al. [68] represented a cell-based technique to enhance the
past calculation in the paper [67]. They successfully address shortfalls of [67]
like computational cost and ranking method by their cell based technique.
In the extended study of [67] to find the closest neighbor of every node
structure the various trees are utilized [45]. This is achieved by questioning
the file structure for every model for the nearest k and finally in accordance
with the exception statement, the topmost n competitor is chosen. One primary drawback of this strategy is that the list structures breakdown with an
expansion in the dimensionality.
Angiulli et al. [11] are different from the conventional methodology to
identify outliers by getting familiar with a model in an information dataset
and predict anomalies in an approaching dataset. They planned an algorithm
that distinguishes top exceptions from a given unlabelled dataset and predicts
if an undetected information point is an anomaly or not.
Ghoting et al. [69] introduced a technique called the RBRP for upgrading
the operating speed of multi-dimensional datasets and enhance the disadvantages of past strategies [67, 68] in terms of speed. The main distinction
from the prior calculations is that it allows the quick converging of a point’s
overall closest neighbors. Rather than utilizing the closest neighbors here
the approximate closest neighbor is utilized, which makes the calculation
quicker. This feature makes it stand out when compared with rest of other
strategies.
Instead of going for global outlier detection Zhang et al. [26] chose to
redirect to local outlier detection. They suggested a technique named as
the Local Distance-based Outlier Factor (LDOF). Their investigation shows
improved execution over LOF [12]. It is more stable to parameter values when
compared with k-nearest neighbor techniques.
Huang et al. [106] introduce a strategy Rank-Based Detection Algorithm
which provide rank to the neighbors. It gives an efficient solution. The RBDA
utilizes the rank of individual items that are close as proximity degree.
Moving ahead Bhattacharya et al. [71] suggested a strategy that utilises the
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ranking and positions of the closest neighbors and vice versa. This guarantees
successful estimation of the outlier score for every instance.
In another examination Dang et al. [66] applied k-nearest neighbor to
identify exceptions in everyday traffic database in some smart urban areas.
Table 3 Summary of distance-based algorithms
Algorithm name
ORCA [67]

Performance
O(dN 2 ) where
d = Database
dimensions and
N = number of
objects in database

Findings/Problem Solved
Solves Problem of absence of
support for database with
multiple number of attributes

Shortfalls
For d < 2, complexity is
very high

Partitioning
based or cell –
based [68]

O(N )

For solving quadratic
complexity (N 2 ) it makes
use of tuple by tuple method.
Moreover it gives assurance
of at max three passes so
suitable for d <= 4.

Complexity increases
with dimensions and
volume of dataset.

VDBLP [78]

O(kN ) Where
K = dimensionality

It is efficient in terms of
scalability by making use of
pruning when compared
performance with [68].

Assessment method
should be improved in
order to evaluation for the
memory size and
dimensionality

DOLPHIN [77]

Near linear time

It gives good performance in
terms of CPU Cost and also
reduced I/O cost.

Not applicable for data
stream which could go for
only single scan

MIRO [79]

Linear in time with
respect to N

It uses pruning methods to
minimize execution time.

Not suitable for large
database and in high
dimensional too

Exact-N [83]

Performance
improved when
compared with
Abstract-C

Data Streams
Minimizes computations by
preserving neighborship.
It also minimizes the amount
of searching range query.

Extra-N [83]

Performance
enhanced than
Abstract-M

It does not maintain all data
point’s exact neighborship
within the window.
It is able to achieve
minimized number of range
query search.

Necessity of maintaining
lifetime of all data points
require high amount of
memory

Abstract-M [83]

Performance
enhanced than
Exact-N but
consumes more
CPU time than
Exact-N

It addresses shortfall of
Abstract-C.

Though it makes
improvement it suffers
with drawback that it
requires extra range query
search for every window.

Highest Memory
consumption than other
techniques as it keeps in
memory neigbourship in
between all data points

(Continued)
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Table 3 Continued

Algorithm name

Performance

Findings/Problem Solved
Data Streams
It solves time consumption
problem.
It is able to keep the
compressed summary of its
neighbourships which is
important achievement

Shortfalls

Abstract-C [83]

Computational
Cost = O(n)

Approximate
Storm [80]

O(W ) where W =
window size
Performance
enhanced over
Exact-Storm

This algorithm able to
achieve low memory
utilization.

Results are not precise.

Exact-Storm
[80]

O(W lgk)
where
W = window size
k = Dimension

Proved efficient over
computation cost problem

Required extra CPU time

Thresh-Leap
[86]

O(W 2 logS/S)
Where S = Slide
size

Efficient utilization of CPU
time Usage

At small slide size it
writhes from memory
issues

This algorithm also
suffers from high memory
consumption issue like
other algorithm in this
category.

It gives good results when compared with KDE (95%) and GMM (80.9%).
But here they consider a single distance based measurement metric. The
performance can be improved by paying attention to this issue and by using
multiple distance measure. In another study Wang et al. [72] applied minimum spanning tree method. This paper successfully enhances efficiency of
KNN neighbors by using technique of minimum spanning tree.
Radovanovi’c et al. [73] give an approach to handle one of the major
issues known as “curse of dimensionality”. From the experimental discussion, it is stated that this methodology could be successfully applied in both
minimum and high dimensions. When compared with KNN technique [68] it
gives better results in the terms of detection rate.
Huang et al. [74] executed the idea of regular neighbors. By using
regular neighbors the information of the neighboring region is obtained in
this technique. Ha et al. [75] suggested a heuristic way. The problem of
deciding an appropriate value for k is solved using this technique by iterative
asymmetrical testing.
b. Pruning Methods
Bay et al. [76] introduced a method dependent on a nested loop. They tried
to improve quadratic performance in linear time considered in a previous
method [67]. But lots of assumptions degrade its performance. Angiulli et al.
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[77] proposed a innovative technique called Detecting Outliers Pushing data
into an Index (DOLPHIN). It deals with issues like CPU costing and in
limiting the I/O costing which most past research [45, 67, 68] were not able
to satisfy.
Ren et al. [78] displayed an enhanced variant of Ramaswamy et al. strategy [68]. In their investigation the vertical structure is used which is unusual
as other method uses the horizontal structure. This approach encourages the
efficient recognition of outliers.
In another study Vu et al. [79] presented the Multi-Rule Outlier (MIRO)
strategy which is mostly same to strategy in [78]. It makes use of the pruning
method. This technique accelerates the way toward recognizing exceptions.
c. Data Streams
Data streams contain high volume incoming continuous data. The mining of
such kind of unlimited streaming data is mainly relying on a time interval and
uses windows for computation.
The most popular data stream models for windows are landmark and
sliding window [80]. Angiulli et al. [80] suggested a clever method for
firing single time query for anomalies in data streams rather than continuous
query technique stated by previous methods [81, 82]. Here three different
types of algorithms are proposed using distance based technique. One of
the algorithms is based on firing exact query for outlier and other two are
techniques which extract approximate output of query. Computational cost
of saving window objects is the drawback of this method. It is not even
appropriate in case of large memory.
Yang et al. [83] suggested few techniques for the sliding window situations over data streams dealing with finding of incremental patterns based
on neighbours. Yang et al. [83] address the problem of dealing with sliding
windows, which was not addressed in the previous study like DBSCAN
[16].The old techniques were costly and highly complex while the proposed
shows less CPU utilization.
Kontaki et al. [84] invented technique that can handle a few problems
related to intrusion identification in data stream [85] and in sliding window
cases [83] in data streams.
This technique [84] improves effectiveness and storage consumption.
Another technique called ThreshLEAP is given by Cao et al. [86]. This
technique is specially designed for data stream of high volume. It doesn’t
store all data points in same window. So it tries to remove costly range
queries.
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1. Advantages
• They are simple and understandable. They doesn’t go with assumption.
• Contrasted to statistical techniques they are efficient in terms of computation and scalability.
2. Disadvantages
• Just like statistical and density based techniques they face issues with
high dimensionality as their performance suffers from problem of
dimensionality
• When it comes to high volume database, the scalability is expensive task.
iv. Clustering-Based Approaches
Clustering based approaches utilize grouping strategies to recognize nature
of data. To do this, smaller size of groups that comprises less amount of
data objects when compared to rest of the groups are marked as anomalies.
Note that the grouping strategies are not the same as the anomaly detection
methods. The fundamental point of clustering techniques is to finding out
clusters while anomaly detection is to identify anomalies. The exhibition of
clustering methods is profoundly dependent on viability of which clustering
method is used for identification of clusters [87]. Clustering techniques are
unsupervised since they don’t require any earlier information.
The Dual stage algorithm DenStream suggested by Cao et al. [13] and
D-Stream suggested by Chen et al. [89] provide solution to both offline
and online outlier detection. For this purpose they used density clustering
approach. Denstream works in two phases. The very first step is summary and
second phase is cluster formation from the summary. Comparing DenStream
with CluStream [90], the former showes improved performance in terms
of memory, though that this technique has some disadvantages such as a
problem in adjusting dynamic parameters.
There is another strategy known as D-Stream [89] which is like DenStream. They are equivalent for online and offline purpose except for the fact
that it is clustering algorithm based on density grid. Here outlier detection is
made easy when contrasted to previous method Denstream[13] due to new
concepts like sparse, dense etc. It shows better performance concerning time
and clustering than the technique in CluStream[90].
Further Assent et al. [91] suggested AnyOut to process and recognise exceptions any time on streaming data. This technique uses ClusTree
technique to develop tree which is best suited for anytime clustering.
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Elahi et al [92] recommended clustering-dependent anomaly detection
procedure for the data stream that divide the information stream into pieces
to deal with outliers. But in any case, it doesn’t fit well for grouped anomalies.
The test results represented that their strategy accomplished a superior execution than some current procedures [85, 93] for finding significant exceptions
over the information stream. Furthermore finding different approaches to
give the outlierness degree to the identified exceptions is important study to
examine.
The authors in [94] proposed an algorithm which uses a concept same
as k-means. They gave weight to the component as for their importance
which helps to control the impact of noise in the algorithm and bring up the
weight of the significant components. When this system is contrasted with
LOF [12] with better time utilization it gives a greater outlier recognition
rate. Despite the fact that the work shows improved execution over the
other standard algorithm (LOF), still it is not compatible with real world
database.
In a further study Bhosale [95] proposed algorithm based on outlier recognition that makes use of both density dependent and partitioning dependent
methods for streaming data. The strategy is steady and can adjust to the
idea of development. It has a higher anomaly identification rate than [92].
The creator suggested future scope of the work for mixed and categorical
information for future research.
Moshtaghi et al. [96] suggested a clustering based technique. As per
the suggested model the instances which are outside the cluster limits are
marked as outliers. The matrix of mean and covariance are consistently added
with new data elements. Here variations in distribution are observed in the
data stream. with the help of the matrix. Moshtaghi et al. in another study
suggested eTSAD [97] a methodology which uses fuzzy rules for detection
of outliers in streaming data. The same technique as in [96] is used to update
fuzzy parameters here.
Salehi et al. [98] suggested a method to create clustering model using
ensemble approach. Here data streams are updated with the help of ensemble
approach in the place of modelling it over time. The outlierness estimation
of incoming information is determined by using just the relevant group of
clustering models.
Chenaghlou et al. [99] recommended an efficient outlier recognition
technique, where the new idea of active clusters is used for improved time
and memory efficient anomaly detection results. The input information is
part into several chunks, and for every current information chunk, active
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groups are recognized. Rizk et al. [100] proposed an advanced computation
calculation that improves the way toward scanning for outliers in both big
and small clusters. Chenaghlou et al. [101] goes on another level with
their work in [99] to identify the exceptions in real time. The calculation
identifies anomalies in real time and finds the sequential advancement of the
clusters.
1. Advantages
• Being unsupervised methods they are good choice.
• No matter of different types of data, these techniques are robust on them.
• These methods are versatile and show good performance. They also give
flexibility to the user to choose different portions of data stream.
2. Disadvantages
• They do not support the backtracking feature, so cannot reverse what is
committed already.
• In most of the techniques, users have to specify the count of clusters in
prior, which is a tough job.
• Sensitiveness of partitioning methods to the noise and start-up phase
is also a major performance issue. Here also curse of dimensionality
degrades the performance.
v. Ensemble-Based Approaches
These strategies are commonly utilized in machine learning because of their
comparatively better results when contrasted with other related techniques.
They are utilized in situations to address the question of whether outlier
is based on which type of model. These techniques are typically useful in
differentiation and clustering issues. They unite the outcomes from unrelated
models to produce more durable models and afterward decrease the dependency of one model to a specific dataset or data region. But these techniques
in the perception of anomaly discovery are known to be very difficult.
Lazarevic et al. [17] suggested the earliest known ensemble technique
on enhancing anomaly identification. It utilizes the feature capturing way to
deal with exceptionally large datasets. The strategy combines the outcome
of multiple exception recognition techniques. Every technique chooses small
portion of the original feature set at random and then allocates an outlier
score to them. The experiments show that the joined strategy can deliver a
superior outlier identification performance. Though, taking into account how
to completely characterize these techniques for exceptionally huge and high
dimensional datasets would be interesting future work.
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Aggarwal [103] conducted study on outlier ensemble analysis, which
has incited extraordinary enthusiasm on literature of outlier detection using
ensemble techniques. He talks about different anomaly ensemble strategies
and how they can be efficient. A few instances of anomaly gatherings with
regards to classification and grouping were then given. In the classification
framework, boosting [105] and bagging [17] are two cases of ensemble
dependent strategies that have been proposed. With regards to clustering the
Multiview [53] and alternative clustering [54] are example.
Other succeeding surveys about [108–110] in later years that concentrated
on utilizing ensembles for outlier identification faced various difficulties.
Schubert et al. [109] differentiate outlier ranking dependent on the scores
utilizing common factors. This study proposed greedy ensemble technique,
which implies the importance of execution of ensembles through various
aspects. Nguyen et al. [110] examined the difficulties of ensemble outlier
detection strategies for high dimensional datasets. The study suggested a
system which unites various techniques of several outlier detection methods.
Rather than applying a similar methodology each time to decide the anomaly
score, different discovery strategies are applied to surmised the outlier score.
Utilizing the conventional idea of the exception score, they introduced Heterogeneous Detector Ensemble on irregular Subspaces (HeDES), to address
problem of heterogeneity. From experimental evaluation this approach shows
better results in outlier detection. However, stretching out the examination to bigger and higher dimensional datasets could be fascinating future
work.
Zimek et al. [102] proposed an irregular subsampling procedure to find
out the closest neighbors and afterward its local density. Utilizing other
intrusion finding techniques combined using a subsampling method may
provide different outcomes and increased efficiency. This method improves
performance for outlier detection.
In [104] the authors thought about their procedure from the viewpoint
of learning theory making use of the concept of interval and density calculations. For more detail understanding of Ensemble-Based Approaches one
can refer to the outlier ensemble book of Aggarwal et al. which gives deep
understanding of ensemble methods [111].
The advantages of the Ensemble-Based approaches are as follows.
1. Advantages
• Presence of updated methods makes them perform efficiently and they
are also stable in nature
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• Suitable for high dimensional database
• Where other methods fail in the case of noisy and streaming case they
are able to give better results.
2. Disadvantages
• The techniques are not developed efficiently result in problems in wellknown problem of feature evaluation of ensemble method.
• Due to tiny size of samples, analysis is difficult to be performed.

6 Outlier Detection in Streaming Data
Paper focuses on several outlier detection techniques. Number of algorithms
on anomaly detection are suggested which work on static data sets. Though
finding outlier in streaming data is more difficult task. Because information
is mostly in constant flow and storing of all the information is not practical
due to requirement of large amount of memory and high competency speed.
The data generation rate is also high and tremendous in volume. Which
makes it tougher to work on. The Researchers face several challenges such as
multi-dimensionality, vulnerability issues and the notion of time etc. Analysts
have seen these as fascinating difficulties, and they have concentrated on
distinguishing exceptions in the data stream condition.
The research area demands study on the real time data, which are large
volume and multi-dimensional datasets. Most of the outlier detection techniques fail to prove their effectiveness when it comes to streaming data. There
is need to think out of the box from the old methods which uses conventional
outlier detection techniques. So the study suggests that there is a need of a
hybrid approach that combines classical algorithms and artificial intelligence
algorithms in order to provide efficient solution for outlier detection of
streaming data with good key performance indicators.

7 Conclusion
This paper study what is outlier detection and why it is important to focus on
it as research problem. It also discusses various challenges and the approaches
for outlier detection methods. The advantages and disadvantages of each of
the strategies are discussed in view of some key performance indicators used
for comparison of different algorithms. Special attention is given to the density based, statistical, distance based and clustering methods for unsupervised
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outlier detection. The existing outlier detection strategies cannot satisfy all
the requirements for scalability, working on high dimensional datasets with
satisfactory time complexity and efficient memory usage. The future study
suggested by the paper is there is need of a hybrid technique who will
better outperform the conventional techniques and which will be scalable,
can handle large dimensional datasets, and have a minimum run time with
least amount of memory.
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